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Abstract approved

This study discusses irnportant aspects of the ocean which

should be considered in the design of a sewage outfall systern; con-

ditions are restricted to those of the Oregon coastal area. They in-

clude predominant currents, upwelling tendencies and ocean bottom

c harac te r i sti c s.

Major emphasis is placed upon inveetigation of diffusion

characteristics of a horizontal fluid jet with particular interest in the

cone-of-diffusion, the cone forrned by mixing of the jet fluid with the

surrounding fluid. The angle of expansion of the fluid rnixture is

generally referred to as the angle of the cone-of -diffusion. Past

studies of the angle are briefly surnmarized while a rather extensive

investigation is rnade of factors which affect the vertical position of.

the cone-of -diffusion axi s.

Graphs are presented which show the effect of initial jet den-

sity and velocity, and surrounding fluid density and velocity upon

(Major
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the position of the cone-of-diffusion axis. Curves of the correspond-

ing horizontal and vertical positions of the axis are presented. A

thorough discussion of equations used to obtain the curves is also in-

cluded. Values of densities and velocities are lirnited to those which

would apply to an ocean outfall systern used for disposal of dornestic

sewage and kraft-rnill effluent.
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JET DIF'FUSION AS RELATED TO OCEAN OUTFALL SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

The tirnber products, paper products and other closely asso-

ciated industries ernploy processes which involve the use of cherni-

cals and water which rnust be disposed of at periodic intervals.

These waste solutions generally have an objectionable odor in addi-

tion to being unsightly. They are quite sirnilar, in rnany respects,

to dornestic sewage. A convenient solution to the problern of dis-

posal is to discharge these objectionable solutions into a nearby riv-

er or large body of water. The ocean lends itself quite favorably as

a receiving body for this waste because of its large extent and inher-

ent diluting possibilities. It will be considered alrnost exclusively

herein.

There are two rather irnportant problerns that are created

when any body of water is used as a receiver of either industrial ef-

fluent or sewage. The first problern is that of the dissolved oxygen

content of the receiving water. It is decreased as a result of reac-

tion with the waste solutions. This decreases the capacity of the

body of water for fish or other anirnals whose existences are depend-

ent on the dissolved oxygen content of the water. The second prob-

lern which arises is the need for adequate dilution in order that no

chernical or sewage is allowed to reach an inhabited area in a



zsufficiently large concentration to create a threat to public health.

Certainly, rnore than two problerns are actually created if an objec-

tionable waste solution is discharged into a body of water; however,

they rnay usually be elirninated if the discharge process is adequately

designed.

This study has chosen the ocean to be the receiving water.

Disposal of waste solutions is therefore accornplished by purnping

them through a pipe extending into the ocean and having a horizontal

direction of discharge. This systern sha11 be referred to as the

ocean outfall rnethod of waste disposal.

Adequate design of ocean outfall systerns requires knowledge

of both ocean and jet diffusion phenornena. No lack of inforrnation

exists for very general ocean characteristics; however, rnagnitudes

and defini.te staternents are rather scarce at this tirne. rt appears

that it will be a nurnber of years before oceanographers will be able

to supply all of the inforrnation that is desired. There have been

nurnerous studies of jet diffusion, however, few theoretical ap-

proaches have proved successful in the laboratory. Most investi-

gators have chosen to fit diffusion equations to their laboratorycurves.

Two jet diffusion characteristics of prirnary irnportance to

horizontal fluid jets have been considered in this study. The first is

the cone-of-diffusion angle which is actually the angle of expansion of

the jet fluid after discharge frorn t]ne nozzle into the ocean. This ex-

pansion is due to the rnixing of the jet fluid with the surround.ing fluid.
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The angle obtained by projection of the cone-of-diffusion onto a ver-

tical plane is discussed later. The second is the cone-of-diffusion

axis. For the rnore general case of unequal fiuid densities, it curves

either upward or downward depending on the relative densities of the

two fluids. The locus of the center of the cone-of-diffusion will be

referred to as the cone axis. Curves are presented which predict

the position of the axis for representative conditions that rnay be en-

countered by an ocean outfall system.

This study endeavors to collate and expand upon previous

theoretical studies, relating the results to laboratory curves of other

investigators. Dimensional analysis suggests the use of three di-

mensionless pararneters to show the effect the ratio of ocean density

to sewage density and the ratio of current velocity to r.ozzle discharge

velocity have on the position of the cone-of -diffusion, a rnatter con-

sidered here to be of rnajor interest.

Ocean conditions discussed which would affect the design or

construction of an outfall sy stern are alrnost exclusively restricted

to those of Oregon coastal waters.



FACTS OT' THE OCEAN

Currents

Hydrographic data from Oregon coastal waters (I8, p. 26-

27) indicates that the predominant offshore drift is northward dur-

ing the period late October to early March, and it is south-westerly

from mid-June to mid-October, the time when upwelling is most

likely to occur. Upwelling, however, occurs only interrnittently

and should therefore not be considered a continual process. Drift

bottle return data has failed to show existence of a definite north or

south current during the period from March to June, and it appears

that this may be the time of current reversal. Although the direc-

tions of coastal currents are fairly well known, there is relatively

little available data at the present time covering their respective

magnitudes or vertical velocity distributions. Direction and magni-

tude of currents are dependent upon the tirne of day (tide), time of

year andweather; as a result, they are very difficult to predict.

It is equally difficult to measure currents with any accu racy. Cur-

rents along the California coast appear , however, to be quite simi-

lar to those of Oregon; California current data is therefore consid-

ered to be representative of what could be expected in Oregon

coastal water s.
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There are practically no Oregon current data available; how-

ever, rneasurerrrents of wind generated surface currents have been

rnade off the California coast (10, p. 3. Z0l. These measurements

indicate that for a wind of l0 - 20 miles-per-hou.r, a surface cur-

rent of approxirnately 0.4 feet-perrsecond will be created; for a

wind of 50 - 60 rniles-per-hour the surface current will be approxi-

mately 1. 5 feet-per-second. Tidal current velocities can be consid-

erably greater than those generated by wind. They often are as

great as 7 feet-per-second. This study, however, has chosen to

consider current velocities ranging up to 4.5 f.eet-per-second as

representative of average conditions. Graphs which are included

may be extended to cover conditions of unusually fast tidal currents.

Upweiling

This phenornenon occurs along the Oregon coast as a result of

wind, blowing frorn the North, approxirnately parallel to the coastline,

and the Corioli s deflecting force. The wind produc e s a rrroverrrent of light

surf ac e water away f r orn the c oa st and a r e sultant rnovernent of wate r

frorn greater depths toward the coast to replace the surface water.

There has not yet been given a cornpletely satisfactory explanation of up-

welling. It i s thought that the total proc e s s i s rnade up of a nurnber of sub-

stages, each of which is controlled by other factors (4, p. 6521.
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Upwelling generally occurs during the period frorn rnid-June to late

October. This, however, is not the only tirne upwelling has been

known to occur. The effects have be.en reported as late as January

in the area of Cape Blanco along the southern coast of Oregon. Up-

welling along the Oregon coast has been found to occur in depths of

water seldorn exceeding 600 feet and is interrnittent in nature as

opposed to a continual process. Although the process is generally

understood there is very litt1e data available at the present tirne

covering the rnagnitude of the currents which it creates. An esti-

rnate of the extent of influence of upwelling rnay be rnade through

cornparison of salinity, oxygen content and ternperature taken at

surface stations along the coastline with those taken at various

depths further out to sea. Surface salinity rneasurernents taken at

shore stations have been found to be quite useful in deterrnining if

upwelling is occurring. For exarnple, a surface salinity greater

than 33.Oo/oo (parts per thousand) reported at a shore station on

the Oregon coast has been found to be indicative of the upwelling

process.

Bottorn Characteristic s

The ocean bottorn adjacent to the

terized by a continental sheIf. The edge

Oregon coast is charac-

of the shelf occurs at
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approxirnately five rniles frorn shore at the south boundary of Ore-

gon and twelve rniles at the north. There is a nearly uniform in-

crease in the width of the shelf frorn south to north exgept at a few

points where it extends as far as twenty rniles into the ocean. The

depth at which the outer edge of the shelf occurs varies between 90

and I00 fathorns. Therefore, a representative bottorn slope is ap-

proxirnately 95 fathorns per 8. 5 rniles or one foot of drop in 80 feet.

This rnild sloping section of the bottorn is the area of rnajor interest

in this study since it is unlikely that a sewage outfall would need to

be extended into water any deeper than 300 feet to obtain adequate

diffusion.

Average conditions as stated above can be sornewhat rnis-

leading if they are used in place of a thorough investigation. For

instance, frorn Newport northward the existence of banks and reefs

is interrnittent; the assurnption of a uniforrn beach with 80:1 slope

would therefore be erroneous. W'henever an outfall systern is con-

ternplated the best policy is to obtain a reliable rnap of the ocean

bottorn and conduct an exploratory diving prograrn to deterrnine any

peculiarities of the area.



SEWAGE AND KRAFT-MILL EFFLUENT DISPOSAL

Method of Disposal

The ocean outfall systern has proved to be a convenient and

efficient rnethod of disposal of waste solutions inCalifornia and other

areas, although there are few of these along the Oregon coast. An

effective outfall is, naturally, desired in all cases; however, ou-

rrrerous installations have not been acceptable as originally construct-

ed. Inaclequate design has usually required that the pipe be rnodified

in sorne way in order to obtain lnore adequate diffusion. In rnost

cases, the outfall rnerely consists of a pipe, extending into the

ocean, through which sewage or a waste solution is purnped. The

typical waste solution considered in this study is kraft-rnill effluent.

Kraft-Miil Effluent

It is difficult to accurately describe kraft-rnill effluent be-

cause it rnay differ considerably frorrr one rni1l to another depending

upon the rnethod of operation of each particular installation. The

effluent, however, rnay be described as usually consisting of the

following chernical corrlpounds and approxirnate proportions:

Sodiurn Hydroxide, the prirne constituent: 50 pprn

Alurninurn Sulphate: 2 - 5 pprn

Sodiurn Sulphate, toxic: 0 - trace quantities



Black Liquor, rnixture: 5 - 50 pprn

I'ibre: 10 - 150 pprn

Others: l0 - 150 pprn

Presently there are no sanitary restrictions placed on ocean

disposal of effluent other than the restriction of toxic chernicals to

trace quantities or less. At any tirne, however, should undesirable

conditions becorne apparent, the Public Health Service has the

authority to derrrand that the responsible party correct the situation.

The ternperature of kraft-rnilI effluent at tirne of disposal is

generally 12001'; this is, however, not an absolute ternperature for

all rnills. It is basically dependent upon two factors, the rnethod of

plant operation and ternperature restrictions irnposed by the outfall

pipe itself. Plant rnanagement rnay elect to use the sarne solution

in rnore than one operation or choose to operate at various ternpera-

tures, ultirnately cornbining cold liquids with sorne which are rnuch

hotter to obtain only a warrn solution. On the average, however,

the ternperature at tirne of plant discharge is, generally, no lower

than approxirnately 1 00oF.

One phase of the operation of,a kraft-rnill near the Oregon

coast illustrates the irnportance of effluent ternperature. Engineer-

ing properties of the outfall pipe require that the ternperature of its

effluent not exceed l00oF. A cooling process is ernployed which
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reduces the I20oF temperature to 100oF. Ternperature loss through

approxirnately eight rniles of its outfall pipe is thought to be very

srna11, on the order of lOoF. Upon reaching the ocean, ternperatr.lre

of the effluent is approxirnately 90ol'.

If an outfall discharge ternperature of 90of is a.ssumed,

calculations rrray be rnade to show the sirnilarity between kraft-rnill

effluent and dornestic sewage. The specific gravity of kraft-rnill

effluent at 90oF is 0. 995. Using hydrographic data frorn Oregon

coastal waters, an average value for the specific gtavity of sea

water near a point of discharge rnay be 1,026, Therefore, an aver-

age ratio of the density of sea water to that of effluent is 1.03. This

value agrees favorably with work done by Rawn, Bowerrnan and

Brooks (13, p. 65-105) on the disposal of sewage in the sea. Frorn

their work, the following data were observed.

Sewage: po = 0. 9987 @ 70oF

Sea water ps l. OZ59 @ 50oF

Density Ratio = 
Ps - l. oz59 = l. oz7.
Po o. 9987

It rnay therefore be noted that the density ratio for kraft-rnill efflu-

ent, as herein defined, is aknost the sarne as that for dornestic

sewage.
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Ocean Outfall Problems and Considerations

An ocean outfall, although a very convenient rnethod of sew-

age and waste disposal, can be a very cornplicated systern to arralyze.

The prirnary problern is that of jet diffusion. This study has chosen

to investigate two basic aspects of the problern for a horizontal jet:

prediction of the angle of the cone-of-diffusion and the vertical posi-

tion of its axis when a density difference exists. Figure I shows a

vertical view of the cone-of -diffusion if no density difference exists.

AIso shown is the cone-of-diffusion axis, If a density ratio were to

exist, the cone would be deflected either upward or downward depend-

ent on the relative values of the two densities.

Surrounding fluid

OutfallpipeT _--LJl--*G:__-ui
---d

Coue- of-<iiffrsion axis

t

Q = angle of expansion

Jet fluid

Figure 1. Cone-of-diffusion, vertical projection (equal density case).
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AIso of irnportance are the velocities and concentrations along

the axis of the cone and the distribution of the velocity and concen-

tration at sections perpendicular to the axis. These aspects of the

problern, however, are not considered in any detail in this study.

The effectiveness of the rnixing process can be accurately predicted

only if all of the aspects of the problern of jet diffusion are under-

stood. Various facets of this problern have been subjected to theore-

tical and laboratory studies for the past forty years.

Jet diffusion analysis is further cornplicated for an ocean

outfall due to the statistical nature of the turbulence within the ocean

and the lack of uniforrnity of the turbulence in the horizontal and

vertical directions (15, p. 199-zz5l. The jet rnust also be analyzed

for the bouyant case due to the fact that the effluent is generally

lighter than the salt water into which it is being diffused and there-

fore tends to rise.

Discharge velocity must satisfy two requirernents. It should

be low enough that there will not be an unnecessarily large head loss

through the outfall pipe, yet it should be high enough that no debris

is allowed to settle in the pipe. A study of existing dornestic sewage

outfalls (13, p. 65-105) has found that average pipe velocities vary

between three and six feet-per-second.

Several factors deterrrrine the depth of discharge; dilution
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requirerrrents, safe diving depths and econ_ornics of construction.

Public health requirernents in addition to preservation of the aesthe-

tic value of the ocean require placing the pipe deep enough that ade-

quate diffusion can be obtained before the solution reaches the sur-

face where it rnay be carried shoreward. Outfall depths, however,

should not be so great as to restrict Scuba-divers, a convenient

lneans of cleaning and checking the pipeline. A rnaxirnum depth for

Scuba divers is 300 feet. Econornic considerations are perhaps the

rnost irnportant. If adequate diffusion cannot be justified econorni-

cally, another rneans of waste disposal should be investigated. An

ocean outfall study of conditions in California waters (10, p. 420-31

has determined that a depth of. 285 feet is arnple for a dornestic sew-

age outfall under the worst circurnstances. This would apply to a

discharge of effluent containing no sludge and having a specific

gravity of.0.9987 at ?0oF. Kraft-rniIl effluent, at tirne of discharge,

is very cornparable.
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JET DIFT'USION ANALYSIS

Angle of Cone-of -Diffusion

Upon leaving the nozzLe, a fluid jet expands and mixes with

the surrounding fluid. The rnixture of the two fluids forrns a cone

sirnilar to that shown in Figure I. The angle of the resultant cone

will hereafter be referred to as the angle of the cone-of-diffusion.

The::e have been nufirerous studies rnade to deterrnine the

angle of the cone-of-diffusion. Each of these sornewhat contradicts

the others. Horn and Thring (7, p. 205) state that measured values

of the half angle have been variously reported frorn 7 to Z0 degrees.

Tollrnienrs theoretical analysis (17, p. 468-781 found the half angle

to be twelve degrees. A recent laboratory study by Horn and Thring

(7) was conducted to deterrnine, experirnentally, the half angle and

any influence of the density r"atio upon the ang1e. Their meas.ure-

rnents were rnade with nozzle fluids of specific gravities ranging

from one to two. They found the half angle to be consistently eight

and one-half degrees. This is in close agreernent with the value

reported by Binnie l2l {.or a water jet.

Results of the study by Horn and Thring (7) suggest that the

spread functions of effluent concentration are independent of dens,ity

r.atio. Johnson (ll) concluded frorn his study that the shape of a
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vertical discharge cone, if the exit flow is in the turbulent flow re-

gion, is alrnost entirely a function of the rnixing of the two liquids

and essentially independent of the discharge pipe size, the specific

gravities of the solutions, and the veloeity of discharge. Unfor.tu-

nately, he made no m.easurernents of the cone-of-diffusion angle.

For purposes of predicting the cone-of-diffusion angle for

an ocean outfall, it appears that the work of Horn and Thring (7) is

the most applicable and the rnost reliable. Their jet fluid consisted

of a rnagnetite slurry which was injected i-rrto a slowly rnoving rnass

of water in a transparent box. The jet was then photographed,

thereby allowing measurernents to be rnade of the angle of the cone-

of -diffusion. A variation in density ratio frorn l. 0 to 2. 0 was

achieved by varying the density of the rnagnetite slurry.

Position of Axis of Cone-of-Diffusion

Previous Studies. There have been numerous studies of

round, free turbulent jets but relatively few have investigated the

effect of density differences on the jet path, The ability to predict

the vertical position of the cone-of-diffusion can be quite useful.

Diffusion is thought to be directly proportional to the length of tirne

which the jet fluid rernains subrnerged.

Grourne - Grjirnailo (4) rnade the first atternpt (1923) to
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predict a jet path under the conditions of initial density difference.

Their forrnula, however, neglected all c-o-nsiderations of viscosity

or entrainrnent of surrounding water, basically nothing rnore than

the parabolic path of a projectile. Horn and Thring (7, p. 1081)

(1955) and Bosanquet, Horn and Thring (3, p. 340-5Zl (1961) pre-

sented equations to be used for predicting the paths of jets under

the condition of initial density difference- Their work included the

effect of changing axial velocity and density. Their forrnulas are

rearranged sornewhat for this investigation and then used to show

the effect of the variation of three dirnensionless ratios upon the

position of the axis of the cone-of -diffusion.

In the study of 195I, by Bosanque,t3 Horn and Thring, a jet

of magnetite slurry was injected into,a elqwly moving mass of fluid,

the fluid being contained in a large transparent box. The density

ratio was varied by altering the mix proportions of the rnagnetite

slurry. Photographs were then taken of the jet against an illurninated

background. Slurry was forced through,a.0. 125 inch diameter noz-

zle to forrn the jet.

Dirnensional Analysis. In this sludy it is desired to obtain a

dimensionless curve of the horizontal and vertical positions of the

axis of the cone-of -diffusion of kraft-rnill waste in ocean water.

If one fluid is injected into another whose density differs
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frorn that of the first, gravity forces exhibit a tendency to acceler:ate

the jet ei.ther upward or downward dependent upon its relative den-

sity. Theref ore, gravity forces should be takei-.' inrt: consi deration

in a dirnensionle s s study. The f ollowing variable s were considered

for the dimensional analysis:

g, gravitY

X, horizontal distance f rorn di.s,:l,..ar ge end of outfall pipe

end of outfail pipeY, vertical distance frorn discharge

D, nozzle diarneter

Uo, jet velocity at origin

Us, velocity of surrounding fluid

Po, jet density at origin

P", density of surrounding fluid.

A study of the variables indicates the need to adopt p"/po and

U _/U^ as dirnensionless pararneters. Dirnensional analysis sug-
S, O

gests the use of UoZ/OS as an additional parameter to include the

effect of gravity. Therefore, three dirnensionless quantities rrray

be varied to show their influences on the vertical position of the

axis of the cone-of -diffusion. The following is a deterrnination of

the lirnits for the three quantities.
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(I) ps

% 
t p" = 1.0259, relatively constant (seawater)

Po = 0.9948' kraft-rnill waste

to

P^ = 1.0259, thoroughly rnixed with seawater
o

and' Ps r. oz59 I . oz59
toPo L. OZ59 0.9948

Ps

- = I. 0 to 1.032,, approxirnate lirnits
Po

lzl u
s

- : U = 3 to 6 fps, average velocities, jet
U,O

o
U = 0 to 4. 5 fps, current velocities

s

and Us _ 4.5
UIO-

u3
o

u" 
= o to 1.5

U
o

)
(3 ) rJ"

o

-; 
u =3to6fpsDgo
D = 1.0 to 5.0 ft.
zand U-o Gf $f

Ds = upr=f"rr3z,l
= 0. 056 to l. tZ

)
U-

o
;; = o' 05 to l' 2
-b
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Curves are presented later which show the influence of each

of these variables on the vertical position of the axis of the cone-of-

diffusion. The curves are plotted in the form of X/D versus Y/D,

where X and Y are the horizontal and vertical distances respec-

tively from the origin; D is the pipe diarneter at the origin.

X/D - Y/D Curve Relationships. The jet diffusion study by

Bosanquet, Horn and Thring (3, p. 340-5Zl considers the effect of

density differences on the path of a jet. They assurne that horizor.tal

mornenturn is conserved at any point along the jet. A term,o, 1s

then introduced (Ibid, p. 347) which relates any X-coordinate on the

jet axis to its respective Y-coordinate. The jet, however, rnust be

treated as corning f rom a point source about 1.. 5 R behind the actual

nozzle in order for the relationship to be completely satisfied (Ibid).

It is also assurned that the velocity of the surrounding fluid is zero.

They give,

sec e

o = 0.L39 g (t )

1

(, ;:)k)' RUZ
o

where R=rl^ozzleradius

0 = angle jet axis rnakes with horizontal
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Suf f rxe s

o r"elates to values at the nozzle

s relates to values in the surr:oundinl il',rrd

and all other variables have been previously defirrr'il"
tt

Tab1e 1 shows values of oZY as a function or o,Z){ where X

is the horizontal distance frorn the origin and Y = \ tan e dX. trt

is only part of a table presented in the paper by Bc,sanquet, Horn and

Thring; the rernainder was ornitted because this study chose to con-

sider only initially horizontal jets.

Table 1 was used to obtain values for two types of curves.

(1) Position of Axis of Cone-of -Diffusion for

variable ,l.t ,r.

U
S

= constant - 0
U o

Ps
= constant / 0

Po

2lro
a" = variable

(Z) Position of Axis of Cone-of -Diffusion for Variable

Density Ratio.

U
S

= constant - 0
U

o
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Table i. Values of the
I

function oz Y

1

aZX tan 0 O,C

0. 0
0. I
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0. 6
0.7
0. B

0.9
1.0
l.I
t.z
1.3
t.4
I.5
r.6
t.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
Z.I
2)

0 0c00
-0.0002
-0. 001 3

-0.0045
-0. 0r 07
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Exarnples of the two types of curves, (l) and (2), are shown in

Figures Z ar.d 3 respectively.

By rearranging the terrns in o, rnultiplying by DZ and

taking the square root, the following expression can be obtained.

(3) Position of Axis of Cone-of-Diffusion for Variable

Velocity Ratio.

z

5 = constant / o
Dg

Ps

Po=constant/0

U
D̂

" 
= variable

,o

(zl

Equation l2l rnay be used directly with Table I to obtain X and

Y - coordinates.

A third type of c\1rve considers the case in which the sur-

rounding fluid has a velocity.
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Exarnples of this type of curve are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6"

In order to obtain a type (3) curve, sorne equations by

Bosanquet, Horn and Thring (Ibid) rnust be rearranqed". An equation

is given for the horizontal cornponent of velocity at the jet axis.

U=U BR
o

cos 0 SEC dx'

where X' distance traveled relative to the

surrounding fluid

lZ. 78, deterrnined experirnentally by

Hinze and Zrjnen (6, p. 435-6ll

and all other variables have been previously defined.

The rnay be reduced to the following if a

and the region of the jet is restrictedhorizontal jet

to that portion be corne s very strongly curved.

U

and using R = o/z
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Assuming that U is equal to U, the time mean value of the

ponent of locaI jet velocity in the axial direction

UB
a)TT - :r (5),(#)(ii)'

If Xr is the distance traveled relative to the surrounding fluid

X is measured from the point of discharge
nx = J (l + Us/u) dx'. (6)

If the region under investigation is again restricted to that por-
before the jet becornes very strongly curved

x =x'| {r*} rus/O} (tt

by substitution of equation (5)

(
x =x, I i +'" l4l IP"l; Ix=xlrr,pt,i/ t;;l J 

(Ba)

substituting the numerical value of B

x =*'{' + o oTB'(i) H(;')*) (Bb,

Dividing both sides by the nozzle diarneter
(

*=# t + oo7B,(t) (d(":),) (st

For a particular case U"/Uo and p 
"/p o have constant values

therefore rnay be combined in a single constant

/u \ /o \+
K = o oz8, l{l [o:/' oo)

C OIT]

and

tion

and

and

and
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equation (9) rnay be written

(1Ia)

and

r = #."(#) ' (r 1b)

Therefore, any calculations for curves with ,"/ro equal to

zero, Figures 2 and 3, may now be rnodified by use of equation (I1b)

and used to obtain sirnilar curves for variable velocity ratios as

shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6.

A simplified version of

; = #[,-"(#) )
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CONC LUSIONS

There are three rather irnportant ocean characteristics

which will affect the design of an ocean outfall systern.

(1) Predominate surface and subsurface current direction

Alignrnent of the direction of discharge with that

of the predorninate subsurface or tidal current

will keep the effluent below the surface for

the longest possible tirne and thereby allow maxi-

murr diffusion. The curves of Figures 4 through

6 show that a variation in the velocity ratio has a

a considerable effect on the position of the cone-

of - diffus i on axi s .

lzl Upwelling

During the period of upwelling it rnight be desirable

to dilute the effluent with seawater prior to the tirne

it is discharged and perhaps elirninate the possibi-

iity of beach contarninatron due to upwelled effluent.

Figure 3 shows that a variation in density ratio has

a significant effect on the position of the axis of the

c one - of - dif fusion.
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(3) Bottom conditions

The Oregon coastline, having an average bottom

slope of 80: I, appears well suited for the ocean

outfall method of waste disposal.

At the time of disposal the densities of domestic sewage and

kraft-mill eff luent are almost equal. Therefore, design criteria

satisfactory for domestic sewage outfalls may also be used for those

carrying kraft-miIl effluent.

ocean outfall design problems are numerous, however, the

major problem is that of diffusion. Diffusion increases with the

Iength of time that the jet remains submerged. It is therefore quite

important that the designer knows the relative importance of a varia-

tion in density or velocity of the outfall effluent. It is anticipated

that the curves which predict the vertical position of the axis of the

cone-of-diffusion will allow a more theoretical and perhaps a more

accurate method of ocean outfall design.

Important aspects of the three types of curves which have

been presented may be summarized as follows:

(l) If Us/Uo and , rlOo remain constant, the length of time

which the jet remains submerged is increased by increas-

ing the discharge velocity (f igure Z).
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lll If U ,/U o and u!/Oe rernain constant, the length of

time which the jet remains subrnerged :.s increased by

decreasing the density ratio (Figure 3;" For Kraft-rnill

effluent, this rnay be accornplished rnost effectively by

increasing the density of the jet fluid"
)

(3) If V'/Og and Or/eo rernain constant, the length of

tirne which the jet remains submerged is increased as

the velocity ratio becornes larger. The velocity ratio is
- increased as a result of either increasing the surrounding

fluid velocity or decreasing the jet discharge velocity.

It must be noted, .however, that if the discharge velocity

is to be changed, the pipe diarneter rnust also be changed

in order for U? /On to rernain constant.
o'

This study has co,llated a large nurnber r:{'previous jet dif-

fusion studies but has expanded the results of a relatively few of

these which were felt to be of particular: irnportance to the problern

of jet diffusion as related to ocean outfall systerns. The two ori-

ginal contributions which this thesis has rnade to the field of jet dif-

fusion rnay be surnrnarized as follows:

(1) Equations of previous investigators relating X/O to

Y/D are revised to include three dirnensionless para-

rnete r s.



(zl Curves are presented which show the effect of a

in any one of these pararneters upon the posi.tion

cone -of - diffusion axi s.

34

variation

of the
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